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Jules is passionate about facilitating your
journey towards greater well-being and
wholeness. She supports people going
through significant life transitions,
experiences of burnout or when there is
an intuitive calling to change your whole
way of being.

With the right support, a time of 'crisis'
can lead to a significant spiritual and
psychological transformation of the
whole self.

Jules guides you on your journey, helping
you to connect with the meaning and
purpose behind your experiences, so you
can take manageable steps to live a life
in alignment with your authentic self.

'Jules guided me towards
what my soul was actually
looking for in that
moment.'
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SERVICES
Transformative Coaching

Sound Therapy

About Jules

These session facilitate your psycho-

Sound Healing sessions use the

Jules has an MSc in Transpersonal

spiritual journey towards wholeness.

powerful healing frequencies of

Psychology, Consciousness and

The sessions acknowledge the mind,

Tibetan Singing Bowls to balance the

Spirituality and is a qualified

body and spirit and help you to align

energetic and physical body. A sound

with your life's purpose. These sessions

healing session promotes a deep

are helpful for those going through life

sense of relaxation, peace and

transitions, experiences of burnout or if

harmony. It also enables you to

there is an inner calling to transform

access altered states of

and connect with your core self.

consciousness for deeper healing to
take place.

Reiki Healing

Reiki Courses & Workshops

Transpersonal Coach. She is also an
experienced teacher holding an MA in
Education. She helps people to
navigate their journey towards
wholeness and take manageable steps
forward to live a purpose driven and
meaningful life.

She has drawn on the knowledge of

Reiki is a complementary, hands-on

Learn how to heal yourself and others

healing technique. It works with the

through level 1, 2 and 3 Reiki Training.

energetic, physical, spiritual and

Develop greater awareness of your

holistic healing, therapy

emotional body to assist in bringing

connection with mind, body and spirit

and psychology in which to form her

balance and harmony. The life force

to transform the many aspects of

unique approach to psycho-spiritual

energy is channelled to specific areas

yourself. Join reiki shares, sound

transformation and growth. She offers

of the body which may need healing

healing and transformative workshops

due to physical, emotional or energetic

for more opportunities to transform

blockages.

and growth.

mindfulness based approaches,

her services through one-one sessions
and group workshops.

'Jules holds the space for
everyone, honouring each
person’s process, allowing
the transformation to
occur naturally'
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